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Introduction 

F
4. Examination of Tooth Prints (Amelo- 
glyphics)

2. Examination of  Bite Marks 3. E x a m i n a t i o n  o f   L i p  P r i n t s  
(Chieloscopy)

environment during and after the actual bite. existence of ante mortem data which cannot be 
Studies suggested that for the bite mark to be expected in chieloscopy. Therefore, the only 
accurately analyzed, the body must be use of chieloscopy will be, to relate lip prints to orensic Odontology or forensic 
examined exactly in the same position it was in the lips that produce them.dentistry deals with proper handling, 
when the bite occurred which can be difficult to examination and proper evaluation of dental 

5accomplish . Incomplete bite marks are not evidence, which will be then presented in the 
conclusive and minimum of 4-5 teeth have to be interest of justice. There have been many cases 'Ameloglyphics', meaning the study of 2present for reliable bite mark analysis . Due to throughout history which have made  forensic patterns of enamel rods (amelo meaning 

12inherent alteration, the shape and clarity of bite dentistry a important tool like, in  mass enamel; glyphics meaning carvings) . 
marks found on the skin may change in short disasters(terrorist attack  ,earth quakes Formation of enamel is a highly organized 
duration (10-20min). Bite marks are associated ,tsunami),child/elder/spouse abuse, bite mark process in which the ameloblasts lay down the 
with hemorrhage and post injury edema, which analysis, criminal/natural death, injuries and enamel rods in an undulating and inter-twining 
can alter bite mark analysis.bio-terrorism. It also helps in identification of path. This is reflected on the outer surface of the 

decomposed and charred bodies like that of ` Bite mark analysis is also controversial enamel as patterns of the ends of a series of 
drowned persons, burns and victims of motor because dental profile are subject to change, adjacent enamel rods..
vehicle accidents. This is done using dental such as dental caries has shown to alter the arch This study needs antemortem records. 
records including radiographs, ante-mortem and tooth configuration and must be taken into Enamel is the hardest substance in the body, the 
and post-mortem photographs and DNA. account when comparing a dental profile to the enamel surface is subject to both micro and 
Forensic odontology covers a wide variety of bite mark after significant amount of time has macro-wearing. Teeth with decay, attrition, 
topics including bite mark analysis, tooth passed since the mark was made. abrasion, erosion, hypoplasia, fracture and/ or 
prints, rugoscopy,   chieloscopy, dental DNA There have been several instances where restorations are not selected for tooth prints.  
analysis, radiographs and photographic study. bite marks evaluation had been proven The enamel rods do not traverse the whole 

6These various identification methods incorrect through forensic sciences . DNA length of enamel in a straight path instead, they 
commonly fails or have certain pit falls and may analysis had shed some light on the limitations traverse in undulating and inter-twining path 
not be efficient, the discrepancies associated of bite mark analysis because the DNA from which has been attributed to high tensile 
with them must be scrutinized to make forensic saliva, surrounding the area of the bite marks strength of enamel and appearance of gnarled 
Odontology more accurate, reliable and proves to be a more reliable form of enamel and Hunter-Schreger bands. So, the 
reproducible investigatory science. In this identification like in the case where, the course of enamel rods is not the same 

13paper, the pit falls of various methods employed defendant was sentenced to death, which was throughout the thickness of enamel . 
7,8in forensic Odontology are highlighted. found innocent after DNA analysis Ameloglyphics is still in its infancy and 

whether the tooth prints are the same at 
The science of identification of bite mark is different depths of enamel has to be further 

relatively new in the field of forensic evaluated.Lip prints are normal lines and fissures in 
investigation and can be used to link a suspect the form of wrinkles and grooves present in the 
to a crime. Bite can be defined as the  mark zone of transition of human lip , between the 
made by human or animal teeth in the skin of inner labial mucosa, examination of which is 

9alive people or cadavers with relatively known as chieloscopy . Lip prints can be 1softened consistence .Bite mark depending obtained at the crime scene from clothing, cups 
upon the crime or circumstances are glasses, cigarettes, windows and doors. The 
impressions left on skin, food or other items left various pattern identified include vertical, 
at a scene. Bite marks are circular or ovoid areas intersected,  branched,  ret icular  and 
of abrasion or contusions; it may be composed undetermined. The anatomical landmark of the 
of two U-shaped arches. The diameter of injury lip include chielion, stomion, labrale  superius 
typically ranges from 25-40mm and often a and labrale inferius.    Various factors can alter 
bruise can be seen at the center. An analysis of lip prints recording. The lip prints which have to 
bite mark can be done by pouring plaster casts be study were only those which had no 
of the teeth of the suspect after which it is inflammatory disease or trauma. Lip prints 
matched by a life size photograph of the bite have to be obtained within 24 hrs of the time of 

9,10 mark. The identification of perpetrator can also death to prevent the lip marks Any pathology 
be done by the determination of ABO blood of lip such as mucocoel or any post surgical 
groups from the saliva on the bite mark, and alteration of the lip can change the lip print 2linking bacteria and other micro-organism . pattern. Any debris or fluid on the lip surface, 

The pit falls encountered in recording bite application of a thick layer of lipstick or over 
marks are however many. According to stretching of cellophane tape can alter lip print 

3 4 11Devore ,Barbenel and Evans  skin is not a good recording . when the lines are not clear, 
medium for dental impressions which are liable individual identification based on these trace is 
for irregularities that could cause distortion. extremely difficult unless the trace contains 
Also the bite marks can be altered through some individual characteristic like scars, cleft. 
stretching, movements or a changing The main feature for dental identification is the 

Abstract :
Forensic  odontology or forensic dentistry has  generated so much  interest in the recent past that  it has been suggested an  important method in  

solving forensic cases in mass disaster, child abuse, bite mark analysis, crime/natural death,  injuries and  bio-terrorism. Commonly used methods in 
forensic odontology include   Rugoscopy,   Chieloscopy, Bite marks, Tooth prints (Ameloglyphics), Radiographs, Photographic study and Molecular 
method.

However there are certain pitfalls associated with the above methods in forensic odontology, which are to be weighed cautiously to make forensic 
odontology a more accurate, reliable and reproducible investigatory science.

In this paper we present our understanding of the limitations/ boundaries in various method employed in forensic odontology

Pitfalls in Forensic Odontology
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5. Study of  Palatal Rugae (Rugoscopy)

8. Molecular Methods

6.  Radiographs

9. Conclusion 
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 Unfortunately, 
severely degraded DNA samples could contain 
only very short DNA template molecules 
making conventional STR typing un-
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